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Critical Report

In the critical report rests, small notes (appoggiaturas), and both 
notes of a tie are counted as notes in the list of variants. Dotted 
slurs and items in the edition that are placed within brackets are 
editorial additions. Readings taken from a secondary source are 
reported in the list of variants. Appoggiaturas have been tacitly 
slurred to the main note whenever a slur is absent in the source.

Abbreviations:
fl :  fl ute
bs:  bass
Sp.:   Philipp Spitta, Friedrichs des Grossen Musikalische 

Werke, thematic catalog, Leipzig, 1889
QV:   Horst Augsbach, Thematisch-systematisches Werkver-

zeichnis (QV). Johann Joachim Quantz, Stuttgart, 1997

General Commentary
The edition modernizes the use of accidentals and eliminates 
occasional inconsistencies in the beaming of small note values. 
All corrections and substantive departures from the sources are 
enumerated in the textual commentary.
Comparison of the sources shows that the king must have re-
vised his composing scores sometime before the fi nal set of cop-
ies was created for the “nouveau Palais” (New Palace) ca. 1765. 
The latter copies, designated as the principal sources (A) in the 
lists of variants below, contain numerous small emendations and 
corrections not found in the earlier copies produced for use in 
the Potsdam City Palace; they also provide more abundant basso 
continuo fi gures. Secondary sources for these sonatas (desig-
nated as B and C below) have also been consulted. Court copies 
produced for use by the king consist of two virtually identical 
scores, one each for the fl ute and for the basso continuo.
Frederick did not always bother to notate necessary accidentals; 
missing accidentals are reported in the list of variants. Frederick 
was also not consistent about providing basso continuo fi gures 
in his compositions, and many movements contain no fi gures at 
all. The present edition supplies missing fi gures only in move-
ments where fi gures are already present and only where they are 
clearly needed.

Sonata in A minor, Sp. 21
Sources
A KHM 1364. 2 scores in upright format, verbal matter in the 

hand of Johann Gottlob Freudenberg (1712–1777; QV’s 
B2), music notation in the hand of an anonymous scribe 
(QV’s B9),1 copied ca. 1765. Title wrapper: pour le nou-
veau Palais, | No: 126. | Recitativo [incipit] | Sonata | per il | 
Flauto Traverso Solo, | e Basso. di Federico.

B SA 4071. Score in upright format, in the hand of Schöning, 
copied ca. 1780 (RISM’s SA Anon. 584).2 Title wrapper: 
Solo per il Flauto Traverso di Federico.

C KHM 1363. 2 upright scores, in the hand of Wutta’s (née 
Blechschmidt’s) Theile I (QV’s scribe B3),3 copied between 
1747 and 1755. Title wrapper (in the hand of Freudenberg): 
Pour Potsdam, | Nro: 126. | Recit. [incipit] | Sonata, | per il | 
Flauto Traverso Solo, | e | Basso. | di Federico.

Evaluation of Sources
A and C were copied by professional court copyists working 
for King Frederick. Freudenberg served as violinist in the Prus-
sian court orchestra (Hofkapelle). In addition to producing and 
updating the king’s thematic music catalogs, he copied, with the 
help of assistants, the majority of manuscripts of fl ute music in 
the king’s collection. Freudenberg provided the title wrappers 
and some of the verbal matter in the scores A and C, but his 
assistants completed the music notation.
B, the most recent copy of the work, was prepared by Schöning 
(fi rst name unknown), King Frederick’s chamber hussar (Kam-
merhusar) and last valet (Kammerdiener). It lacks the typical 
court catalog number on its wrapper and was most likely made 
for Schöning’s personal use. This copy bears the stamp of the 
salonnière Sarah Levy (1761–1854); it later entered the collec-
tion of the Sing-Akademie zu Berlin.
The three sources are independent, possibly copied from a sin-
gle lost autograph. Only the fi rst movement contains basso con-
tinuo fi gures. Apparent errors in the fi guring of the sources may 
refl ect confusion caused by Frederick’s original, which must 
have been illegibly or incompletely fi gured. In mm. 56–57, 
sources A and B transpose three notes up an octave, a composi-
tional revision that eliminates the clumsy repetition of the note 
d in source C.

Variant Readings
m. part note remark

1. Recitativo
2 bs 1 A, B, C: 6 on downbeat
5 bs 1 A, B, C: 7 6 on downbeat
11 bs 2 A, B: j; C: no fi gures in this measure
  5 A: j by another hand; B: 6
  6 B: j displaced from note 5
13 bs 1 A, B, C: 6
  4 C: 6h
14 bs 5 A: 6j, not  hC
15 bs 4 A, B, C: 6
  5 A, B, C: 4
  6 B: h
16 bs 5 A: ú; B: 7; C: 6 7 (6 is probably a mis-

reading of j in the original)
 bs 7, 8 B: 6 and 5 displaced to notes 6 and 7
18 fl  1 B, C: no “Rec.”
 bs 1 A: ú (one score only); A (one score 

only), B: no fi gure; C: 6 7 (6 is probably 
a misreading of j)

  1 C: fH
21 bs 2 A (one score only), C: no fi gure
22 bs 1 C (one score only): no fi gure
23–24 bs 2 C: no tie (e)
28 bs 1 A, B, C: both fi gures on beat 1
30 bs 3 C (one score only): no fi gure

2. Allegro non molto
1 fl  1 C: g1, not a2

2 fl  2–3 C: slur
4  2–3 A: slur missing
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10, 11 fl  3 A (one score only), B, C: small 8th, not 
quarter

11 fl  3–4 A, C: no slur
13 fl  3 B, C: small 8th, not quarter
18 fl  4–5 B: tie
21 fl  5 A, B: no appoggiatura before t; edition 

follows C; C: 8th, not quarter
23 fl  4 B: small 8th, not quarter
26 fl  1 B, C: small 8th b1, not quarter; C: no 

small b1 appoggiatura
30 fl  2 B, C: small 8th, not quarter
35 fl  4–5, 6–7 C: slurs
39, 44 fl  3 B, C: small 8th, not quarter
56 bs 4 C: d, not d1

57 bs 1–2 C: cK–d, not cK1–d1

60 fl , bs  B: Three superfl uous measures follow, 
comprising the bass line of mm. 58–60 
and the fl ute part of mm. 61–63

61 fl  1 B, C: small 8th, not quarter
85 fl  5 A, B: no appoggiatura (small c2) before 

half note
  6 A, B, C: no t, edition follows analo-

gous m. 21
87 fl  4 B, C: small 8th, not quarter
  5 A, B, C: no t, edition follows analo-

gous m. 23
90 fl  1 B: small 8th, not quarter

3. Allegro assai
16 fl  4 A, B: g2, not g
27 fl  4 B: a1, not c2

28 bs 3 B: f, not a
77 fl  4, 8 B: c2, not e2

85 fl  1 A (one score only): g1, not e1

96 fl  4 A, B, C: c2, not a1

Sonata in C major, Sp. 40
Sources
A KHM 1402. 2 scores, verbal matter in the hand of Freuden-

berg, music notation in the hand of Johann Adolph Patzig 
(1736–1816). Title wrapper in the hand of QV’s B14: pour 
le nouveau Palais, | No: 146. | Grave et Sostenuto. [incipit] | 
Sonata, | per il | Flauto Traverso Solo, | e | Basso. | di Fed-
erico.

B KHM 1401. 2 scores in upright format, in the hand of Wut-
ta’s Theile I (QV’s B3). Title wrapper in the hand of QV’s 
B1: pour Potsdam | Nro: 146. | Grave et Sostenuto. [incipit] | 
Solo, | per il | Flauto Traverso, | e | Basso. | di Federico.

Evaluation of Sources
Freudenberg provided the verbal matter of A, but the music no-
tation was completed by Patzig, an amateur musician in Berlin 
who helped copy music for the New Palace.5 The title wrappers 
to both A and B were prepared by an anonymous court copyist 
who produced numerous other title wrappers for the king’s fl ute 
music.

Commentary
The fi rst movement is fi gured throughout; the second has only 
sporadic fi gures. Occasionally one of the scores comprising 

source A omits a fi gure; when this occurs, the edition follows 
the more complete score. In movement 1, source A notates 
many small ornamental notes as sixteenths, whereas source B 
renders all small appoggiaturas as eighths.

Variant Readings
m. part note remark

1. Grave et Sostenuto
2 bs 5 B:  xf
3 fl  4 A (one score only): 8th, not 16th
6 bs 1 A (one score only): no fi gure
  5 B: 3
7 bs 4 A (one score only), B: no fi gure k
8 bs 5 A (one score only), no fi gure
9 fl  15 B: no e2 8th (quarter rest on beat four)
 bs 5 B: no fi gure
10 fl  1 A, B: staccato dot also on note 1
 bs 3 B: 6j
11 fl  1, 6 A (one score only), B: staccato dot also 

on note 1; B: staccato dot also on note 6
 bs 5 B: 7 on note 6
12 bs 4 A (one score only), B: no fi gure
13 fl  9 A: 16th, not 8th
16 fl  10 A (one score only): 8th, not 16th
 bs 1 B: j3
17 bs 1, 3, 4 B: h3; (one score only) no fi gure; no fi gure
  8 A (one score only): 6
 fl  15 A: 8th, not 16th
 fl  21 A (one score only): 16th, not 8th
18 fl  7 A (one score only): 16th, not 8th
20  20 A: no appoggiatura (d2, 16th) before c2

 bs 5 B: no fi gure
22 bs 4 A (one score only), B: no fi gure
 bs 7 B: 7
 fl  8 B: no tie (c2)

2. Allegro
“Allegro” in B only
2 fl  3 A: no t
4, 5 fl   B: ties displaced as two-note slurs on 

notes 1–2, 3–4, 5–6, 7–8; in m. 5 (one 
score only)

7 fl   Notation of dotted quarter followed by 
three 16ths is shorthand for quarter tied 
to 16th plus three additional 16ths (cf. 
m. 6). See Preface.

17 fl  5–7 B: rhythm is 16th–16th–8th
19 fl  1–4 A, B: no staccato dots
21 fl  4–5 B (one score only): no strokes
24 bs 4 B: 3, not k
26 bs 1 A, B: 6
28 fl  7–9 A (one score only): slur
29 fl  3–4 A (one score only): no slur
39 bs 5–6 A (one score only): vh omitted; k mis-

placed to note 5
  6 A (one score only), B: no fi gure
40 bs 6 A (one score only), B: 3
41 bs 8 B: ú displaced to note 7
42 bs 7–8 B: 6 on note 7; no fi gure on note 8
47 fl  2 B: no t
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51, 52 fl   B: m. 51, ties displaced as two-note slurs 
on notes 1–2, 3–4, 5–6, 7–8; ditto in m. 
52 (one score only).

54 fl  7, 15 A, B: g1, not a1

56 bs 2 B: 3k
  8 A, B: g, not e
58 bs 6 B: 3
59 fl  1 B: c2, not b1

64 fl  5–8 A: no staccato dots; edition follows B.

3. Presto
11 bs 1 B: 3
45 bs 1 A, B: b, not e (cf. m. 3)
66, 72 bs 2 A (one score only), B: no k
71 bs 3 B: no k
81, 83 bs 5 B: no j
98 fl  1–3 A, B: c3–b2–a2, not b2–a2–g2

Sonata in B fl at major, Sp. 76
Sources
A KHM 1474, 2 scores in upright format, verbal matter in the 

hand of Freudenberg, music notation in the hand of an anon-
ymous Berlin scribe (Kast’s Anon. 4026; Blechschmidt’s 
JSB II7), ca. 1765. Title wrapper (Freudenberg): pour le 
nouveau Palais, | No. 182. | Largo [incipit] | Sonata, | per il | 
Flauto Traverso Solo, | e | Basso. | di Federico.

B KHM 1473, 2 scores in upright format, before 1756, in the 
hand of Wutta’s Theile I (QV’s B3). Title wrapper in the 
hand of Franz Caspari Benda8, after ca. 1763: Pour Potsdam 
| No 182 | Largo [incipit] | Solo | Per il | Flauto Traverso | et 
| Basso | di Federico.

Evaluation of Sources
Freudenberg copied the verbal matter in A, but the music nota-
tion was copied by an anonymous assistant who also copied 
numerous works by J. S. Bach, Homilius, Quantz and other 
composers. Later, Franz Caspari Benda, a violist at court, made 
a new title wrapper for B to replace an earlier one. In the sec-
ond movement, the two sources differ on the dynamics of mm. 
39–40. B gives a plausible reading, reported below, that possi-
bly represents an earlier version. Here and elsewhere, however, 
the edition follows A.

Commentary
The fi rst movement is fi gured throughout; the second has only 
sporadic fi gures. In movement 1, m. 8, the fi rst two beats of 
source B read dotted quarter–8th, whereas in the principal 
source (A) the 8th is replaced by a 16th, without further altera-
tion of the notation. The edition follows source A but adds a 
second dot the fi rst note in editorial brackets.

Variant readings
m. part note remark

1. Largo
1 bs 4 A (one score only):  bh (not bh  CD )
8 fl  2–3 B: dotted quarter followed by 8th (not by 

16th)
25 fl  4 A (one score only), B: f, not g
44 fl  3 A (one score only); B: small 8th, not 

quarter

2. Allegro
3, 4, 
49, 50 bs 3–4 A, B: d–B (reading of the edition is con-

jecture to avoid parallel octaves with the 
fl ute)

19 fl  1 A (one score only): small 16th, not 8th 
(appoggiatura)

34 fl  3 B (one score only): t
38 fl  2, 7 A, note 2: small 16th, not 8th (appog-

giatura); note 7 (one score only): small 
16th, not 8th (appoggiatura)

39 fl  10 B: f is placed under note 5 of m. 40, 
above note 6 of the bass

 bs 4 A: f on note 3, not note 4; B; no f
40 fl  2 B: no t

3. Allegro assai
77 fl  3 A: no t (edition follows B)
79 fl  3 A (one score only): no t

Sonata in B minor, Sp. 83
Sources
A KHM 1488, 2 scores in upright format, verbal matter in the 

hand of Freudenberg, notation in the hand of an anonymous 
scribe (Kast’s Anon. 402; Blechschmidt’s JSB II), ca. 1765. 
Title wrapper (Freudenberg): pour le nouveau Palais, | No. 
189. | Un poco largo [incipit] | Sonata, | per il | Flauto Tra-
verso Solo, | e Basso. | di Federico.

B KHM 1487, 2 scores in upright format, in the hand of Wut-
ta’s Theile I (QV’s B3). Title wrapper (Freudenberg): Pour 
Potsdam | Nro: 189. | Un poco largo [incipit] | Sonata, | per 
il | Flauto Traverso Solo, | e Basso. | di Federico.

Evaluation of Sources
The title wrappers were copied by Freudenberg ca. 1765 and 
before 1756, respectively. As in Sp. 76, Freudenberg copied the 
verbal matter in A, but the music notation was copied by an 
assistant. A variant rhythm in source B for the triplets in move-
ment 3, mm. 2–3, is likely an artifact from an earlier reading in 
the lost autograph.

Commentary
The basso part of A is not fi gured; B provides only the two 
fi gures in movement 1 shown in the edition. In movement 1, 
small note appoggiaturas that precede half notes appear incon-
sistently as 8ths or quarters; quarters are more frequent. Since 
no pattern or apparent distinction in meaning can be discerned, 
the edition tacitly renders them throughout as quarters. Other 
appoggiaturas are shown as they appear in the principal source. 
In movement 2, B often notates small appoggiaturas as 8ths in-
stead of 16ths.

Variant readings
m. part note remark

1. Un poco largo
2 fl  1 A, B (one score only): small 8th
  2–3 A, B: aK1– b1 (dotted half, small 8th ap-

poggiatura), not aK1–b1 (half, quarter); 
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the copyist probably misunderstood a 
revision in the lost autograph

3 fl  6 A (one score only), B (one score only): 
small 8th

5 fl  7 B (one score only): small 8th
6 fl  8 B: t
22 fl  5 B: no tie (fK2)
23 fl  4 B: small 8th
25 fl  1 A, B: small 8th
27 bs 3 B: ú on note 2, not note 3
28 bs 3 A: no fi gure; B: 5j
29 fl  7 A (one score only): no t

2. Allegretto
1 fl  3, 13 B: small 8th, not 16th
  8–10 A, B: no slur, edition follows mm. 23, 25
2 fl  7–9 A, B: 8th–16th–16th; edition follows 

m. 24, which renders the rhythm 16th–
16th–8th

 bs 7 B: no h
3 fl  10 B: small 8th, not 16th
4 fl  2 B: small 8th, not 16th
7 fl  12–13 B: no tie (d2)
8 fl  3–4 B: no tie (c3)
10 bs 8 A (one score only): d; A (one score 

only), B: e. Here as in m. 11, notes 7–8 
(d–e) create parallel sevenths with cK2–
d2 in the fl ute; a possible alternate read-
ing for the bs is d–g.

11 fl  6–7 B: no slur
16 fl  1 A (one score only), B: 8th
  2–4 A, B: 8th–16th–16th
18 fl  1 B: no t
  5–6 B: no tie (b1)
19 fl  1–2, 8–9 B: no tie (cK2, d2)
23 fl  8–10 B: no slur
  11–12, 
  14–15 A (one score only), B: no slurs
23, 25 fl  3, 13 B: small 8th, not 16th
24 fl  3–4 B: tie (b2)
25 fl  8–10 A (one score only), B: no slur
26 fl  1–4 B: dotted 8th–32nd–32nd; tie over notes 

3–4
34 fl  5–6, 6–7 B: no slur
35 fl  11–12, 
  13–14, 
  16–17 A (one score only): no slur
  15 B: small 8th (appoggiatura), not 16th
37 fl  8–9 B: no tie (a1)
44 fl  13 A, B: d2, not fK2; fK2 is needed to pre-

pare the dissonance on note 17. d2 may 
be a copying error 

47 fl  5–6 B: no tie (g1)
48 fl  9–10 B: no tie (b1); (one score only): note 9 is 

cK2, not b1

50 fl  4–5 B: no tie (e2)

3. Allegro assai
2 fl  3–5 B: 8th–16th–16th
3 fl  1–3  B: 8th–16th–16th
5 bs 3–5 B (one score): slur
6, 7 bs 1–3 B (one score): slur
26–27 fl  2 B: no tie (e3)
47 fl  1–3 A, B (one score only): no slur
48 fl  1–3, 4–6 A, B: triplet 8ths; edition follows rhythm 

of m. 4
51 bs 5 A, B: A, not dK. In m. 51, the copyist 

mistakenly repeated the previous mea-
sure of the bs (m. 50); the reading of the 
edition is an editorial conjecture; anoth-
er possible reading is B.

1 QV does not provide a handwriting sample for B9. This scribe briefl y 
produced copies at court ca. 1765, including several copies of Quantz’s 
works.

2 QV (p. 161) mistakenly equated Schoening’s hand with that of Fred-
erick himself. Schoening’s hand can be securely identifi ed by the 
source Mus. ms. 18019/8 (QV 4:1), in the Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, 
Preußischer Kulturbesitz, for example, where he signs his name as pos-
sessor on the title page.

3 Renate Wutta, Quellen der Bach-Tradition in der Berliner Amalien-
Bibliothek, Tutzing, 1989, pp. 313–315, writing sample nos. 239–241; 
QV, p. 301, illus. no. 14. QV’s indentifi cation of B3 as the court cellist 
Markus Heinrich Graul is doubtful (QV, p. XX).

4 QV p. 299, illus. no. 12, provides a writing sample for B1. Augsbach’s 
identifi cation of this copyist as the court contra bassist Johann Chris-
toph Richter is doubtful (QV, p. XX).

5 Carl Friedrich Ledebur, Tonkünstler-Lexicon Berlin’s von den ältesten 
Zeiten bis auf die Gegenwart (Berlin, 1861), p. 409. Patzig often cop-
ied music for wind instruments, and may have been a wind player him-
self.

6 Paul Kast, Die Bach-Handschriften der Berliner Staatsbibliothek (= 
Tübinger Bach-Studien Vol. 2/3), Trossingen, 1958.

7 Eva Renate Blechschmidt, Die Amalien-Bibliothek: Musikbibliothek 
der Prinzessin Anna Amalia von Preussen (1723–1787). Historische 
Einordnung und Katalog mit Hinweisen auf die Schreiber der Hand-
schriften (Berlin, 1965, pp. 98–101; writing sample nos. 24–27). 
Blech schmidt incorrectly identifi ed this hand as that of J. P. Kirnberger.

8 Franz Caspari Benda, sometimes called Benda “the younger,” was 
not related to the family of the Prussian court violinist Franz Benda. 
See Mary Oleskiewicz, Music at the Court of Brandenburg-Prussia, 
Chapter 3, in: Music at German Courts, 1715–1760. Changing Artistic 
Priorities, ed. by Samantha Owens, Barbara Reul and Janice Stockigt, 
Woodbridge, 2011, pp. 79–130, esp. p. 106 and notes 109–110; see 
also Table 4.2.


